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The NAB (National Association of Broadcasters) show, with 1600 exhibitors and 
92,000 attendees, is the largest trade show dedicated to film and video media, 
distribution, and content management. Audio takes a small but important part in 
the business and the field is fairly well represented at the show, but as it’s hot on 
the heels of the AES and NAMM shows, there’s little new to report, but there 
were a few things that caught my interest. 3D, HD, large scale TV was in full 
bloom but there was a strong emphasis on mobile content. Silly as it seems to 
me, there appear to be a lot of people interested in watching movies and 
television programs on their portable phones, or at least a lot of people telling us 
that we should and telling us how to do it. So much for editorializing, on with the 
show: 
 
 
Audio Interfaces 
 
It’s interesting when a company makes a 
knock-off of one of their own products, but 
the Alva Nanoface is pretty much that. 
ALVA is a partner company of RME 
Audio, maker of a line of very high quality 
computer audio interfaces, A/D, and D/A 
converters. ALVA’s primary products are 
cables and accessories, but when RME 
decided to make a scaled-down version of 
their Babyface desktop USB audio 
interface, they introduced it under the ALVA brand name. The Nanoface, 
announced more than a year ago but finally about to be shipped, is in essentially 
the same package as the Babyface. It’s a paperback book sized desktop unit 
with a large multifunction encoder knob, a pair of meters, and connectors around 
the edges. It connects to a computer via USB 2.0 (USB 3.0 compatible) which 
also provides power to the unit. I/O consists of two mic inputs with phantom 
power on XLRs, two analog line level inputs and outputs on RCA sockets, 
S/PDIF optical digital input and output, one MIDI input and two MIDI outputs. In 
addition, a ¼” headphone jack can be fed from an independent pair of output 
streams or duplicate the main (RCA) analog outputs. A ¼” jack provides a high 
impedance instrument input as an alternative to one of the mic inputs. Recording 
is 24-bit resolution with sample rates from 44.1 kHz to 96 kHz. One significant 
difference between the Nanoface and Babyface is the supplied software. The 
Babyface has an RME driver and includes a mixing and routing application while 
the Nanoface is pretty lean, using the off-the-shelf Terratec USB 2.0 audio driver 
and relies on the DAW to control the monitor mix and I/O routing. It has a lot of 



the RME quality, however, and, though with fewer I/O channels, at around $350, 
it’s roughly half the cost of the Babyface.  
http://www.alva-audio.de/nanoface/en_index.php 
 
Digigram has been strong in the broadcast audio systems field for quite some 
time now, but about their only product that made its way to the small studio 
market was the VX Pocket, a PCMCIA audio interface which, after more than a 
dozen years, is still in the catalog. This was perhaps the first pro quality audio I/O 
device for the portable computer. I still have one that I use every day. But now 
that motherboard bus slots have disappeared from today’s notebook computers, 

Digigram has introduced the Cancun series of high end 
tabletop USB 2.0 interfaces. The 222-mic and 442-mic are 
essentially identical, both in appearance and 
specifications, with exception of the I/O count. The 222 
has two mic/line inputs and one AES/EBU digital inputs 
while the 444 provides four mic/line and two AES/EBU 
inputs. The 222 has two analog and one AES/EBU digital 

output, which the 444 has four analog and two AES/EBU outputs. Both units 
have one XLR mic input on the chassis, a headphone jack, and a breakout cable 
for all the other I/Os. 24 bits of course, from 32 kHz to 192 kHz sample rate. 
There are two rotary encoders, one dedicated to headphone volume, the other to 
input gain. The surface of the control panel is touch-sensitive and fairly intuitive 
once you get the hang of where all the buttons and indicators are. The two units 
on display at the show were pre-production and a little rough. The real thing 
should be available in a few months. These are high end units, roughly on par 
with the RME Babyface in quality, cost, and I/O count.  
http://www.digigram.com/products/product_infos.php?prod_key=17400 
 
 
Clever Accessories 
  
It’s been a while since master word clock generators and distributors were in 
vogue but incertainl systems, they’re still necessary. While it’s important to have 
word clocks synchronized when various devices need to play together, in the 
broadcast world, there are some things where, while synchronization is 
important, loss of the word clock is catastrophic. Mutec Audio’s iClock (first use 
of “i” in a name that doesn’t have anything to do with an Apple iOS device that 
I’ve seen in a long time) offers a new approach to reference clocks. It has a high 
purity (very low jitter) synthesizer that can take a reference input from standard 
digital audio word clock, Superclock, video, GPS, AES/EBU, S/PDIF, its own 
internal oscillator, or other sources with optional interfaces and its outputs can be 
in any of those formats in addition to standard film and video frame rates.  
 
Normally a master clock generator either distributes its internal oscillator to 
multiple devices that need synchronized word clocks, or it takes the clock 
reference from one device and synchronizes the other connected devices to that 



source. The iClock lets you prioritize the reference source for each output. For 
example, the preferred clock source for a device may be the clock of another 
device in the system, but if that reference clock source fails, the iClock can be set 
up to automatically switch that device’s clock port to reference another source. 
Up to three reference sources can be prioritized for each output for fail-safe 
operation. It’s even available with a redundant power supply for yet another level 
of fail-safe. Output clock rate is scaleable so that if the unit switches you to a 
different source which is operating at a different rate than your preferred 
reference, you still get the same clock rate coming out. You probably don’t need 
all of this flexibility in your garage studio, but it’s a belt-and-suspenders approach 
for when you have to stay on the air or the session must go on.  
http://www.iclock-net.de/ 
 

Sometimes the simplest things can be really 
useful. Neutrik makes lots of connectors and 
now they make a series of dummy plugs to 
fill up those unused connectors, both to keep 
dirt out and prevent someone from using an 
input or output that may not go anywhere. 
The Dummies for Sockets are sized to fit 
male or female XLRs, SpeakON and 
PowerCON connectors, ¼” phone jacks, 
RCA jacks, Neutrik’s OptiCON, and DIN 
(MIDI) sockets.  

http://www.neutrik.us/en-us/xlr/xlr-chassis-connectors-accessories/ndf 
 
 
Techflex makes wiring accessories, mostly woven 
sleeving for protecting and bundling cables. It’s handy 
stuff, but it comes in lots of colors, sizes, and materials, 
and you need to buy it in fairly long rolls. It’s useful for 
large custom installations or installers who do a lot of 
custom cabling, but not very practical for the small user. 

New this year is series of retail packaging of their smaller sleeving 
products. Of particular interest is the Audio Snake Color Coding 
Kit, a blister pack containing of two 2-foot long pieces of each of 
ten colors of woven sleeve along with 40 short pieces of clear 
heat shrink tubing to secure the sleeving to the cable. The colored 
sleeving identifies the cables, the smooth surface reduces 
tangling, and offers an extra layer of protection. For positive 

identification, you can slip printed paper labels under the heat shrink tubing 
before shrinking it.  
http://www.techflex.com/land_pkgkits.asp 
 
 



Denon is restructuring their professional installed sound and broadcast products 
into the 700 series. First in this new line is the ND-700H Network Audio Player 
that lets you source audio from a number of different places and distribute it in 
many different ways. This one rack space unit includes an AM/FM broadcast 
tuner, an Internet “radio” for access to over 20,000 on-line broadcast streams 
and radio services such as Pandora and Rhapsody. It will play files from a USB 
drive connected to a front panel port, supporting WAV, MP3, WMA, MPEG-4, 
AAC, ahd FLAC. There are line level analog inputs and outputs, as well as 
network streaming of audio in and out via DLNA. There’s a bright OLED display 
with front panel controls for selecting input and output sources, a wireless remote 
should you want to remove the rack ears and put it in your home theater rack, 
and an AirPlay system for playing audio files out of iTunes on a computer or 
portable player. A front panel headphone jack and switchable speaker provide 
local monitoring of what’s coming in and going out. A very versatile box for 
managing many different sources of audio.  
http://usa.d-
mpro.com/us/denon/Products/Pages/ProductDetails.aspx?CatId=AudioRecording
andPlayback&SubCatId=MediaPlayers&ProductId=DN700HNetworkAudioPlayer 
(if that link’s too long, just go to http://www.d-mpro.com and search for DN-700H) 
 
 
That 3D TV Thing 
 
Whenever I try looking at a 3D TV at one of these shows, I always get a little 
seasick, but I was really impressed with an exhibit the Japanese organization 
NCIT (National Institute of Communications Technology) where they were 
showing a 200 inch (that’s bigger than life size people!) 3D display that doesn’t 
require polarizing goggles in order to 
see depth. There are about 200 
projectors behind the screen, which is in 
reality a huge Fresnel lens. Each 
projector has a slightly different image. 
You can walk around over about a 40 
degree angle from center and actually 
see around objects projected on the 
screen. It was really impressive. But I 
still got a little seasick watching scenes where there was a lot of motion. It’s not 
quite ready for your living room yet, but it was a pretty amazing display of 
technology. You can read a bit more about how it works here: 
http://www2.nict.go.jp/pub/whatsnew/press/h22/110125/110125_e.html 
 
 
 



Holy Flying Cameras, Batman! 
 
Some times you just have to get a camera up in the air and you don’t have a 
skyhook. There were a number of flying objects with camera mounts at the show, 
gyro stabilized platforms that hover and fly under radio control. 4, 6, or 8 rotors, 
these things are supposedly easier to fly than a helicopter, can lift up to a 6 
pound payload, and are available with a 3 axis pan-and-tilt camera mount. An 
optional (you’d better get this) telemetry system keeps track of the battery 
voltage during flight so you’ll know when it’s time to bring it in for a landing. Wait! 
There’s more!  The whole rig folds up into a carrying case.  Unfortunately, they 
wouldn’t let the exhibitors fly these things, not even outdoors, so I never saw one 
in action other than on video, but you can watch one, too, Videos and more than 
you probably want to know here:  http://www.turboace.com/ 

 
 
Wrap-Up 
 
Despite all the on-line and mobile programming, it’s nice to see the broadcast 
industry is still healthy. Broadcast consoles, transmitters, antennas, tower lights, 
pre-fab transmitter buildings, coaxial cable as thick as your leg – they’re all still 
around and on display. And as for location sound recording, at the Audio 
Technica booth, there was a modernized sound cart on display with a TASCAM 
8-channel digital recorder, a PreSonus StudioLive mixer, and an array of 
assorted length shotgun mics on poles, together with a friendly film sound 
engineer explaining how it ought to be done – and he’s right, too.  
 
 
 



 


